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7hls report ~~rcscnts  rcsults of a study by the Rochcll International 
Coq9ra;ion for the NMI Ames Research Center and the Naval Air Systems 
Command of promising Navy l i f t -c ru ise  fan V/STOL a i r c ra f t  for  the 1380- 
1985 time period. ?Ilc psipose of the study was t o  identify the l i ke ly  
technical and operating clmracteristics an3 tcclmology rcquircmcnts for tllc 
ultimate dcvclopmcnt of th is  type a i r c ~ ~ f t ,  Tllc study focused on identify- 
ing aircraft individually cytimizcd t o  perform the anti-submarine warfare, 
carrier onhoard del ivcry , combat search and rescue, surveillance and surf ace 
artaclc missi~ns, md a multi-purposc aircraft concept capable of performing 
a l l  five mis~ions atininimwn to ta l  program cost, The sclcctcd multi- 
purpose configuration is  shown I~clow. 
?hr: configuration E.?a?!rt-s the use of two 1.3 fan pressure ra.tio, single 
stage lift-c-i.::isr fans and three current design 597 gas generators with a 
high mounted high aspect r a t io  wing w i t h  winglets, Tlle design missions can 
be ,:crformed a t  takeoff weights ranging from approximately 52,000 t o  39,000 
pounds. Top speed is 0.80 math number a t  sea level and 0.885 at altitude. 
Advanc~d composite structural technology and advanced subsystem concepts 
arc employed. One basic fuselage design, w i t h  alternate bol t - in  floor 
structures, mects a11 the mission requirements. 
iii 
P r i o r  NASA sponsored s tudics Ilavc ident il'icd i otriotc t i p  t u r b i ~ l u  driven 
1 ift-cruise fan V/SI'DL sys terns as Ilavillg ddvaltagc..; for corrn~~crcial rid ."Javy 
carrier onboard deliver). V/STOI. t ranspor t  miss ions for  thca  1980- 1985 1 imc 
period,  Fpfercnccs 1 through 3.  
?he purpose of this stucly was t o  inves t iga te  a broadcr ranye af  l i f t -  
cruise frin finfir \.'/S'J'OL applications f o r  the 1980-1985 time period and t o  
iden t i fy  tllc 1 i kcly a i r c r a f t  characteris t ics and tcclmology requi ~~cments ,  
:In import;uit guidclirlc for the s tudy was tha t  khc prol~ulsion system 
s l~ould  consist of a J97 gas generator (engine) md a lift-cruise fan using 
the 5amc technology., and of :yglroxirriately the sanre size, as the LF461' l i f t -  
cruise fan deslgn oi Reference 4. Because of' thc 'de variety of des:gn 
~niss ion  corlditiom to  be acco~mnoJnted, data on llft-cruise fans of compatible 
tcchnolo~y :is described i n  Heicrencc 5 were considered in the selection of 
opt imunl fans for  rht. var iuus s LuJy J ~ L S S ~ L ~ J I  ajq~lications , A11  fan designs were 
t o  Ilavc a firm tech~lology base consistent  w i t h  a 1985 i n i t i a l  operat ional  
cap;ll)iLity dlte.  
'I'ilc. aC tiie .+tu~ly included inves t iga t ion  and iden t i f i ca t ion  of 
q ~ t  in ;~u . i  1 i t't--c-rui;c fan V,/,?TilI aircraft for each of five separate ?Jayf 
~nis> ion q p l  icat iorls a7ld identif  icut ic;n 01' a s i n g l e  conl~romise multi - 
pury>o.-;c: iii rcraft capa:?lc (1 S performini; a l l  missions o r  the cost-ef fcctive 
],or* inn  o f  ttit.i:r. In val  j datp tile a i r c r a f t  characteristics relati.ve t o  
ci?c:: i f lr , lor+. ;t!cid l~ovcr cor t ro l  cl~arac t e r i s t i c s  , low speed safety and 
hmdl ing  cl?;.iract r-i-istics iicrc (.valuated. Lift and drag huildup data wcre 
r,rcyat-ctl. :,lass prr~prrt ikc-. and s t r u c t u r a l  cor1cefr.t~ appropriate to s t r u c t u r a l  
t.:ciunlr>;l,:.: ;:rc~virlin!: t o  a LI; percent s t r u c t u r a l  wej.glll: saving r e l a t i v e  
1 c+ I L  r.rrlt- fit ~ t ~ - ~ F - t ] l c - ; l r t  a1 1 mi'tal tecllrl~lo&?~ were defined.  Apl~ropriate 
a.,ri c.1: i ,:s 5u i t ,:ornipl~~rncr~t:; f u r  each mi  i;si on ancl advanced state-of-the-art 
a l rcr.a?'t: '; ~ii:"1: .: tCrl I : o ~ c c ~ ~ ;  \CC 1-e a l so  idcnt i fieci. Selected t r ade  s tud ies  
iverc iilaclli. C r j  i d c n t  i f y  tilc rTlol;t appropriate vchi c le  cllaracteristi.cs 
incLu.1 i njl !:rcll-~ul:: ion System arrangement , fuselage, wing a i ~ d  tail dcs; gn 
]);~rart:' .-..I ., . 
lllc tudir i ~ ' c n t 1  { i c d  tllat tht> tcclmology developal~le by the e a r l y  1980's 
cc~1!4 prolrlde a : r l v  a!tract lye Nay l i f t - c r u i s e  fan V/STOL multi-purpose 
a1 r c ~ a f c .  'lhc .;tudv also bowed, tiiat if the importance of individual 
rni  sqions c ~ 1 1 1 1 ~ ~  I liL:l i f y  it , 1 ig!lter and smaller aircraft could be cb?ained 
i::, op t in i  - i n g  tile design anJ fan selcstion f o r  sl7ccific ~nisqions. 
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STUDY GUIDELINES 
Ille stucly guidelines rverc pravided tIlroug11 agrcerncnts reacliod 1)y th r  
NASA and Naval Air Systpms Command study monitors with sc lcc ted  inputs from 
the contractor, T I I ~  major elcmcnts were the individual  mission payload and 
profile c r i t c r i a ,  lwq speecl control and handling cri teria and specific a i r  
vehicle d e s i p  critcria. Figure 1 sumn~ariies the major mission and vcliiclc 
design c r i t c r ia  specified to dircct the study. 
The p c ~ f o n ~ l a n c r  on each o i  the mission p r o f i l e s  shown on figure 1 is 
ca lcula ted  for standard day condit ions and alss requires a 52 increase i n  
fuel flow plus a 59  i n i t i a l  fuel  reserve. The specified mission payloads 
indicate ins ta l la t ion,  weight md volume requirements as hppropriatc for 
the payloacl indicated. Trle payload weight: f ip res  given with the individual  
missions h~cludc the w i g h t  of the crew and avionics as well as the other 
spccj-ali zed pay1 oad i trms. TIC specialized avionics iclentif ied in the 
guidelines f o r  the M I J  and surveillance missions are not identified 
In the report because or' t1iei1- current clabsified status. 
h r ~ n ~  the  study, ; I  was dctcnnined that  a levc? of composite material 
tcchnnlogj allowinp, a 15 pcrccnt weight saving reid?.ive to current  s t a t e -  
of -the-art a l l  metal teclmology could be justified on a cost-effective 
Sasi s f o r  the proj  ec t rd  applications. 
111 addi+ i.on t o  the  study guirlcline items illustrated in figure 1, an 
cxtonsivt. sct- of I l ig l l t  saf~%ty smd low speed opera t ing  c r ~ t e r i a  were speci- 
f iccl fo r  the study arr-craft t o  assure satisfactory operating characteristics. 
These cr i t e r i a  included: 
12t t  i tude Control Power 
FLigf~r; Path Control Power 
VTOL 2 ST01 I,ow Speed C o ~ t r o l  Sys tern ResporLse Time 
Ilovering, Low Speed 6 Cruise Stability 
STOL Talteof f Safety I?cquiremcnts 
S'I'I.!L and L"IY31, Convers ion liequirements 
Criteria of  tl-lc a!love t?pes were speci f ied  fo r  both normal and fai lure 
operating modcs. iVit11 respect t o  propulsion system failures, only gas 
gcncrator failures wihrc addressed. TIE tecllnology expected t o  be available 
l ~ r  l i f t -fans in the early 1980's is expected to provide fan r e l i a b i l i t i e s  
that indicate fan failures would be extremely rare. Single failures of any 
major control pz)TL;tem element were considered. The design cri teria provided 
adcquate low speed nargins to  l~andle  the large  angle of attack changes due 
to ~ s t q  cr.counrcred r~llen flying at very low spr Js. These included the 
rcquirerrre:~t for t ransi t ion speeds of . 120% of wing borne s ta l l  speed and 
maximum operational C h  of 0 , 8  of tlie nlaxll~lum available C . b11ax 
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31l ssi on Payloads : 
ASlrl - ( 2 )  bIK-4b torpedoes plus 50 sonobuoys 
SUI?V - Speci f ie:] avionics 
r 1 
% I ) $  - ( 2 )  Ilarpoon missiles mcl (2) AI>I-9 missiles 
CSAR - 1'21 ATJI-!I missiles, mini- ammo and armor 
VUU - .50)0 pound cargo, TF-30 , %54 o r  F401 engines 
or: s t a i d ,  3.50'' ro tor  blade, 17-23  passengers 
T.O. allowance 3.0 min intermed p w  + 0.5 rninat .nax pwr 
0.0h5g horizontal  accelcration at liftoff, a l l  engines oper 
VOU mission 2.0. g~ld  d i s t  of 450 f t  with 20 Knots \KID, 90°F 
Other missioils T.El. grid d i s t  of 470 f t  with 10 Knots IVOD, 90°F 
SO0 f$rn rate of  climb at  engine out best climb speed 
Emerg vertical landing T/1V=l. 0, 1000 I b  fuel, 15 a s  max s ink,  90°F 
CSAR srmctura +Sg,-lg; other structure +3g,-lg 
Max i m ~ n  d z s i p  gross weight 1.1 times rnax operational weight 
15 f i 7 ~  rnaliir,<~rr~~ tlesip s ink speed 
IYeight sav i 176s 10% w i t h  ad~r compos j tc mat 1s with adequate cost 
jus t i f  icat lor, 
Specified avionics f o r  AYIV and Surveillance missions 
Vehicle s ize  compatible w i t h  34 x 50 ft elevator; 19 ft max t a i l  
height 
Visibility better tlm t h e  Ifarrier 
1 1 Major Mission 6 Vehicle Design Criteria 
13aseu on t , l l~ .  rcsul tz  of t lcsip evaluations c f lcatures idcnti f icd as 
optimum for  each of the five design ~nissions and trade studies as ident i f ied  
in l a t e r  sections of the repor t ,  a compromise inulti-mission aircralt con- 
figuration was selected. 
Concep t Uefini t ion 
Figure 2 illustrates t1c major .feature: of the selcctcd multi-mission 
aircraft  coi~ccl>t . ' i l ~ ~  features selecterl allcr\\* nlerf:ing or the mission 
~equirements w i  tli taheo rf riell;:l.ts from 32,000 eo 39,000 pou1ds. n i f  fcrent 
ccluipn~mt, fuel and paylnatri; arc carried to adapt the basic airframe t a  
each of the inrli vidua.1 nlis sions . 
I;iy,ur.c 2 .  thlti-Elission Aircraft Configuration 
TIIP c:o11f i rqlral i on features highly integrated propulsion/airf-rame cpm- 
ponmcs to mini~.~ize w h i c l z  weight, drag and odter penalties f o r  the 
mll.ti-mi 5.i on nn-i i r-I t I T .  Proprilsion consis ts  OF two l i f t-cruise Fas with 
1 i g h h i ~  i ~ i ~ t  n t  tvr t t  ~ ( 1  sing1 e swivel nozzles and three ,T~'?-r;E-lnC, gas gener- 
ators.  'The f;ulk with  thel*  exhaust rlucts and nozzles are nestled into the 
f~15e3 n~c/ \+r i  n y  i~mctm-es t o  ninimize wetted area. Tile gas generators are 
3 
Ix..triecl who1 ly wi t11i.n the molrll ines of the fuselnlje . h:o nltcrnntc outer wing 
pne l s  are provi~Iot1 tn ~t lnp t  the conrimration t o  a l l  f iv r  l l rs ip mission 
requirements, ?lie i%~nfzs  arc h igh  mnunted, high aspect r a t i o  supercritical 
wings r t r i t l ~  incrcnserl effective aspect ratio th ro t i~h  t-hc trsc of cnicl-i:inj! ?41S!l 
1vingle.1: te~lmolog!~. Ir ' i t l~ ftll l spnn tlouFle slottcd J:ohPl er f J  311s , the  \i7inqs 
provi.de 1 1 i ~ l l  aerodjnnmic 1 i f t  rfficiency i n  both t lw cnrisc mlrl low speed 
operating morles. The llig11 asprcl: r a t i o  1 ~ i . l j !  approach was mnrlc practical 
t h r o u d ~  the use o T ;~dvnnccd composi t e  JJ~:I t eri a1 trcIumlo~~. :ill rntinp, a I S prr - 
cent t ieigl~t s:tvin~ relative to  current a l l  metal s tatc-of- the-ar t ,  
Provisions ant1 st~+tictnre arc inclurlccl i n  t h e  riesirp rn r  hm ~ i c t  statioR 
externrtl store locations on the bottom of tilt. f u s e l a ~ e  outhonrrl n f  thc  tsteapnri 
bay claors mtl snr~ohltnv cli spenscrs , Tl~cse s ta t ions can eacll h a ~ d l  e 1300 pcuncis 
of stores nr n 151) f?:il l m l  frlrl t'mh. 
' h e  conf ir:~n.ntion l ~ i i ~  wide tread Iculd ing gear iqlii cli r \ l  l 1 provide good 
deck contact  stnl~i 1i t y  for  small carrier ant1 a i r  capable ship operations . 
A ~tn i  1 p 'jottom rnaultctl antema des im is  incorporatecl into tile surveil-  
l,mcc mission vcrsi nn nld the mu1 ti -missiolz ~il-pl~me, The alterma pro- 
vlides the radar resolution perfomlance eqWl to ;1 2 0 - h o t  round rotodomc 
i n s t a l l a t i ~ n  at  ~ i g n i f i c ~ m t l y  i g l ~ t e r  weight,  lorver drag and without <my 
blodcage by air veI~icl c coml3oncnts hecau5c of i t s  l o i ~ e r  surf ace installation. 
Similarly, hecause 71 its underneath locat ion,  it does not interfere with the 
wing Folcl desikm o r  operatinn :md does not interfere  with efficierzt emergency 
ejection o f   my of' tllc rrew meml>ers, 
Tlle major t:eomctric I'eattlres n f  the l i f t i n g  surf:ices o r  t l ~ e  vehicle arc 
pre~entecl i n  T q l ~ l e  I . The rcinglets ucled on hot11 .rtqn!l,s cacll I I ~ V P  n pl,m area 
each of h, 5 it+. m t l  n 11ci~:lzt of 3.92 ft. 
S - Et 
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A 
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A c / 4  - dcg 
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The fuselage maximwrl length is 44.83 f t  for a l l  a i r c r a f t  except the ASld; the 
A5lV fuselage length is 45.83 f t  because of a larger nose radome, 'Illc maxi- 
mum fuselage Ilcight is 8 . 3 ?  f t  and the r n ~ ~ i m u m  wicltl~, inc lucl in~ the f a i r i n ~ y  
behind the fans but not tlc nozzles, is 17.67 ft. TIE maxilmun width, 
including the nozzles i s  19.17 f t ,  The total wetted area of the ASIC  con- 
figuration is 21  72 f t2  the VOD wetted area is 2159 f t 2  s the Surveillance 
Z 2 wetted rea is 2335 f t  and the wetted area of the CSNI and SA aircraft is 2036 f t  . 
A major feature of' the multi-mission configuration i s  that  a s ing le  
basic fuselage shape is eq11oyer.I to sa t i s fy  all nLssio~z requiren~ents. With- 
in this basic shape, two alternate bolt-in bottoms adapt the conf i p r a t  ion 
t o  a11 f ive  mission requirenlents as shown in figures 3 and 4. Figure 3 
BOLT-IN INTERNAL ARMAMENT BAY BOLT-IN CARGO BAY FLOrIR 
Figure 3. Fuselage Cross-Section Concept 
d ~ o i ~ s  how the t\ljo alternate b o l t - i n  bot tom fit within the sale basic fuse- 
lage shape and stntcture. The ~vidtll of tllc central fuselage cavity is 
established by the VOD mission requirement to carry the TF-30 engine on its 
sl~ipping stand. Similarly,a 64 indl cargo bay height is also establ isllcd 
by the TF-30 on stand requirement. In addition to the VOD mission, the 
Surveillance and CSAII missiori requirements can make good use of the h G  by 
66 inch cargo baji cross-section cavity. Because both the AS\+' and the SA 
mission ]lave significant weapon carriage requirements, an alternate bolt-in 
bottom i s  provided tlritll provisions for an internal ananlent bay. The 
internal fuselage volume rcquiremellts are not as c r i t i c a l  as for  the other 
missions, thus the space is  more efficiently used by providing an internal 
, I 
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Figure 4. Fuselage Internal Arrangement vs !fission 
a m m n t  bay rtrl~icll reduces drag and provi.des a more controllable environment 
for  the carriage o f  torpedoes and rnissiles ~ h i c h  must be provided specific 
temperature ~ ; ~ v i r o r m n t s .  Tlle a l ternate  bol t - in  bottoms would be installed 
during fuselage assembly and,because of the identical outer moldlines,it is 
l ikely tha t  a single assembly line would service the fuselages For a11 
a i rc raf t .  A high  degree of fuselage commonality i s  retained by this 
approadl because the nwjority of the fuselage s t ~ ~ c t u r e ,  wiring and systems 
routings can be rnmde common. Only the lower portion of the fuselage frames 
carry small weight penalties to accommodate the alternate b o l t - i n  bottorns. 
The forward fuselage and coclcpit design provide excellent v i s i b i l i t y  
as shown by figure 5. The arrangement provides 20 degrees over the nose 
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Figure 5. L i f t - F a n  bfulti-blission Aircraft Vision Characteristics 
vision d i rec t ly  i n  front o f  the p i l o t  id~icll is better r l~m the operational 
I-Iarrier, In general, the vision i s  as good o r  better tlm the CL-84 a i r -  
craft wl~ich has been rated as good by many pi lots .  
In addition to  the good visibi.lity, the forward fuselage design pro- 
vides an ample space for nose radar instal la t ions under the gas  ene era tor 
inlets. The larger nose radar requirement of  the ASW aircraft can be 
]landled as easily as the lesser  requirements of the other missions. 
Because of the  high wing positibn: an over the top wing fold  teclmique 
is  possible wlzich allows very compact stowage and spott ing as i l lustrated 
by figure 6 .  The illustration of figure 6 shorus the folded dimensions with 
the aspect r a t i n  9.0 wing. The folded span with the aspect r a t io  6.0 wing 
i s  se t  by tile width of the airplane between the outer extremities of the 
nozzle and i s  21.67 feet. 
Figure 6. hl~ilti-blission Aircraft Spotting Comparison With A- 7 
Because of tile lligll wing and high horizontal t a i l ,  there i s  opport~mity fo r  
over-under nesting of parked aircraft and also good dlaracter is t ics  relat ive 
t o  providing for cleclc level foot and vehicle traffic around parked a i rc raf t .  
Performance 
The fuel loads required for  individual versions of th multi-mission a i r -  
craft were identified that allow completion of the individually specified 
missions. The inllerent capability of the vehicle allows employment, l-iollrever, 
in  a l ternate  mission p r o f i l e  applications where speed can be traded fo r  
range, l o i t e r  time, elc. md vice versa. This section presents the  basic 
performance of the al ternate  miss io~ versions orr the i r  respective design 
missions and discusses selected al ternate  capabili t ies that resul t  from the 
basic capabili ty,  
Tl~e performance of the ASlY version of the aircraft on the design ASW 
mission i s  presented i n  figure 7, Tile sum of non-ex~endable and expendable 
payload, crew and avionics to t a l s  t o  7,140 pounds of mission oriented 
useful load fo r  this  mission. This represents the  highest mission payload 
PAYLOAD: NONEXPENDABLt 467 l B 
2 hlK-46 TORPEDOES 1,015 
50 hllXED 50NOBUOYS 1, 760 
CREW: 4 800 
AVIONICS: 3,100 
TOTAL PAYLOAD : AV IONICS 7,140 LB 
-- 
44,100 FT 
TAKEOFF: S T 0  400 FT 10 KN WOD 
LAbJDIIJG: V-LDG, ENGINE-OUT, XY. 8'' F 
8 
10 MIN 
LOITER 
10.252) 
BCAV 10.6821 
7 
BCAV 10. 682) 
43' 
38,800 F l  
38,600 FT 
f 3 [ 4 HOUR LOITER C-3 10.343h13 GG 2 FANS1 10, 000 IT 
Figure 7. Basic bIission Performance 
150 N hli - 4 
requiremer~t of a l l  the design missions. Using the aspect ratio 9.0 wing, 
t he  o p t i r m  cruise ma& number is 0.682 i~rllich is set by the ~ d n g  drag 
divergence ~ I ~ a ~ a c t e r i s t i c s .  Tl~is speed is sufficient for the ASI\r airplane 
t o  arrive on its s tat ion 150 nautical miles from the takeoff point i n  26.2 
minutes, The 4 hour design mission l o i t e r  i s  conducted a t  a speed of 200 
knots a t  10,000 feet  at the 150 nautical mile radius point. The l o i t e r  
fuel  requirement is  minimized by the a i rcraf t ' s  ability to l o i t e r  with one 
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.P 
gas generator driving mn fans. Alternately, the vellicle could l o i t e r  for 
one hour m d  36 minutes at a 600 nautical  mile radius point, Also, the 
loiter fuel allowance would allow a 3.5 hour sea leve l  loiter at  the  150 
nautical mile radius point  i f  desired, Loitering a t  250 h o t s  a t  10 ,000 
feet instead of 200 h o t s  would reduce t he  l o i t e r  time t o  3.6 hours. 
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Tile performance of the VOD version of the rriulti-mission aircraft  is 
shorm in figure 8. Since the same wing i s  used on the VOD as on the ASli 
mission, the optimum speeds and alti tudes are very similar. The cruise 
speed alloris a delivery t o  be made i n  5.5 flours a t  the  design distance of 
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Figure 8. Basic VOD Mission Performarice 
17.23 PASSENGERS 
35L1 I N  ROTOR BLADE 
f401 ENGINE ON S T A N D  
463L HALf PALLET . 
2000 nautical miles. Tile reduction in avionics requirements allows a 5000 
pound cargo payload t o  be carried within a total mission useful load of 
almost 1000 pounds less  than required for  the ASV mission. The aircraft can 
carry 1 7  seated troops i n  addition t o  its basic crew of three and cargo 
items including a 350 inch long rotor blade and a variety of pa l le t s  and 
engines on stands including the TF-30, TF-34 and F401. 
The CSAR version of the multi-mission aircraft uses the aspect r a t io  
6.0 wing with 31 degrees of leading edge sweepback, hence it provides the 
FUEL ( L O ;  
614.6 
vehicle with a higher overall drag divergence mach number ztnd higher speed 
capability, The basic performance on the CSAR mission is  shown in figure 
9. The high cruise speeds indicated would allow this version of the 
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Figure 9. Basic CSAR Miss ion Performance 
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aircraft to  accompany F-4, A-7 and F-14 strike t e r n s  on combat missions 
without early takeoffs, The CSA'I ai r  rafat: wing is designed t o  allow f l i g h t  5 up t o  dynamic pressures of 1 O O O  l b j f t  wllich pennits speeds up t o  13.8Ei.I at  
sea level. The wing is also designed t o  allcxv a maneuver load factor of 
5g at the design combat weight, takeoff weight less 40 percent of internal 
fuel ,  
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The basic performance of the Surveillance version of tlze multi-mission 
aircraft is presented i n  figure 10. Using the aspect ratio 9 . 0  wing, the  
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Figure 10. Basic Surveillance Mission Performance 
3,555 LB 
800 
4,35518 
WOD 
OUT, 
opthum constant loiter altituci*. is  35,000 feet which is confortably above 
the minhum 25,000 feet altitude desired. Because the required radius is 
only 75 nautical miles, constant a l t i tude  cruise out and returns are 
assumed. The significant difference in outbound a d  return aircraft weights 
causes the noted variations in  the c ~ u i s e  leg speeds. The 35,000 foot  
- .  
loiter a l t i t ude  provides very good radar and electronic surveillance capa- 
b i l i ty .  Higher altitudes, up t o  45,000 feet, are available a t  redw~od 
l o i t e r  times. 
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The Surface Attack mission version uses the  same aspect ratio 6.0 wing 
as the CSlR airplane. Its basic performance is presented h figure 11. 
Because of its use of the 1000 l b / f t 2  dynamic pressure and 5g load factor 
wing, the a i rcraf t  also has good sea level attack maneuvering and speed 
performance capability. 
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Figure 11. Basic Surface Attack bliss lor^ Performance 
Figure 1 2  sununarizes the speed-altitude capabilities of the multi- 
mission aircraft  configurations a t  their respective design combat weights. 
Except f o r  the CW version, the speed altitude capabili t ies are shown fo r  
the case where only the two fans m d  two gas generators are assumed t o  be 
operating, For the CSAR version, the th i rd  gas generator is  assumed to  be 
operating i n  the  turbojet mode and js contributing t o  the forward thrust  
via aux i l i a ry  nozzles  provided fo r  th i s  purpose, The SA a i r c ra f t ,  with 
the same wing as the CSAR would have comparable performance to  the  CSAR 
with the th i rd  gas generator operating in the turbojet mode. Tne ASIV, VOD 
and Surveillance aircraft that  use the 16 degree leading edge sweep, aspect 
ratio 9.0 wing would also have additional dash capability above that shorm, 
but not quite as good as that  indicated fo r  the CSAR airplane because o f  
the differences in  win^ drag characteristics.  The ASIV, VOD and Surveillance 
- 
aircraf t  are also limiied i n  low al t i tude  high s eed carability because 9 their common ving design is l imited t o  500 l b / f t  dynamic pressure. 
Operationally, these a i r c ra f t  do not have a high speed requirement a t  lari 
alt i tudes and icing and t o t a l  airplane weight is saved by limiting tile 
speeds. Both thc CSAR and SA aircraft wings are designed f o r  3000 l b / f t 2  
clynamic pressure and are capable of speeds to 0.84 a t  sea level, 
Figure 1 2 .  bhlti-biission Aircraft Speed-Altitude Capability 
Figure 13 i I  lustrates 1:hc takeoff p c r f o m c c  of t l : ~  I I M ~  t j -mission 
a i r c r ~ f t ,  l l c  gen, ral takc~tff rrr~ui rcmcnt f o r  the vcli it: l r l  i s  A411fj f'cr~t 
r e  5 .  ? lu l t  i-3Iission Aircraft 'I'dltcofl: I'erfonnaricc 
grould r o l l  11'1tlr 111 l110tb o r  liind aver the dech a t  STOL takeoff ~~c ig l~ t /SL/  
9U°F riitll U.0Oig horizoni-a1 accclcration a t  l i f t o f f  r 1 7 i t I l  a l l  engines oper- 
a t ing .  The I!OD aircraft I~or\~rver rcas allolsed 450 I'eet: of  groundrol l  rsi th 
20 knots of  ~ z i t l c l  O V C ~  the deck f o r  similar conditior~. The ASld a t  a STOI, 
~ n ~ s s i o n  talccoff weight of  3S,72'  pounrlc requires the most decl, run 1:ut i s  
within tile distancc allowed by the  gencral rerlui rernents. Tllc !'OU aircrart- 
a t  i t s  des ign ~ n i - s  i on talicoff weip.ht  o r  37,778 powzds has a grotmdrol 1 of 
only about 330 f e c l t ;  thus i t  too is wi th in  the  general requirements. .4ir- 
craft ~ c i g h t s  up t o  3000 pou~lds I~igl?cr  t l~an  the design r$eigIli: could 11c 
1 i f t c d  o f f  1v.i th in  the lrO1l takeoff guidelines. Tile C S M ,  S~inreil lancc and 
Surface Attack a i r c r a f t  g rea t ly  exceed the takeoff requirements a t  t h e i r  
dcsi bgi ~t*eigIits, thus t i l e ~ e  aircraEt could a lso  be operated with o-\rerloads 
of file1 o r  atllsr exqxn;lal I r s  within the general takeoff performance 
constraints. 
Propuls ion/Ibver Control 
The propulsion and hover control systems are designed as an integrated 
system. Figure 1 4  shoris the basic lift-cruise fan sys tem installation. 
7b~o 1.3 design fan pressure r a t io  single stage VTO design fans arc mounted 
vertically on either side of the fuselage. nio J97-GE-100 gas generators 
- 
drive the fans through a common interconnect duct system. Integrated single 
swivel nozzles iownstrearn of the fa11 exhausts direct  the fan el or^ aft for  
cruise o r  dotm1rrh;d as required for  STOL or W L  ope1 at ions. Tl~e systcl , 
uses the Energy Transfer Control CnC) method of providing hover and low 
speed control forces. 
Figure 14. Basic Lift-Cruise Fan System Instal la t ion 
The system is basically simple and ligl~tweight and provides an interconnect 
system f ~ r  VTOL engine out safety and control. A n  additional benefit of the 
arrangement is the a b i l i t y  to  perform lo i t e r s  and 101i speed cruises wit11 one 
gas generator driving both fans. a le  ETC thrust modulation 
provides vehicle hover and low speed r o l l  control and different ial  oper- 
at ion of the  swivel nozzles provides yaw control. Pitch control is  provided 
by a separate system described in  the following paragraph. 
To provide a proper level of engine out safety md simultane~usly pro- 
vide the vehicle wit11 a f a s t  acting p i t d l  control system, a third gas 
generator and a fore and a f t  pitch control pipe system is instal led along 
wit11 the basic l i f t - c ru i se  fan system of figure 14. Figure 1 5  i l l u s t r a t e s  
the to t a l  propulsion/hover control system as instal led i n  the vehicle. The 
added gas generator and pitch pi.pe system normally operate independently of 
Figure 15. Corn;.lotr7 I~ro~~ulsian/l lover Control S)-stcrn Installation 
t h e  l i f . t - ~ s c i i , ~  fan sy.ste? and 2a.G ,;:enerators. ?'he t h i r d  gas generator 
svs tco~ ~.)roviritts : l o n ~ i ~ ~ d l  V/.i;'i'Ol.. l i i t  t o  the system, fast ac t ing  p i t ch  
soritrof f ~ r c e s  1 5 , i t I l  laril,c :nomcnt a m  and auxiliary hor i zon ta l  turbojet 
t l i rust .  'rl~rust rnodul a t i  on in the l l ~ i r ~ l  gqc generator sytern is fast 
becau:;e i;u fan i n e r t i a  i 5 I i l vo l~~cd  i n  rais Lng or lortlcring the  tllrust. 
Auxiliary i tozz les  1:laccd just a f t  of the \iring t r a i l i n g  eclge/fuselagc 
juncture iillol.; the t h i r d  gas generator e.\thaust t o  ~dcl  t o  the vehicle hori-  
zontal tl~iust zayab i l i t )  either i n  t h e  low speed mode o r  fo r  hifill speed 
Jash capability. 'Ihe li f t - c ru i se  fan system and the thi rd  gas generator 
.system can be intercormected i n  the  event of a gas generator fa i lu re  i n  
either sys tern. Tili s intei.connection allows tile gas from the remaining two 
gas generators, nperat  ing a t  t h e  I r emergency ratings w i t h  v;at.er inj c c t  ion,  
to  be d i s t r ibu ted  t o  both system i n  a manner tllat \<ill br jng  about the 
most desirable rcsu l t s  after  the fa i lu re .  
Table 2 illustrates the ins ta l led thrust  available from each element 
of the lift-cruise fan sy:+tem f o r  various t h r u s t  ratings on the gas 
generator when one gas gencrator  is driving one fan. 
Table 2 
LIFT-CRUISE FAN SYSTEM VTO THRUST RATINGS 
S. L. S 90'~ DAY 
SWIVEL NOZZLE DEFLECT1 ON = 0'
TH RUS 
POWER SETTING 1 THRUST, LB 
INTERMEDIATE 
1 M1N VTO 
3 SEC VTO 
EMERGENCY 
EMERC' NCY W lTH H20 
3 5 EC VTO WITH H20 
In addition to the lift-cruise fan system tlwusts , the third gas 
generator system can produce instal.led SL/90°F s t a t i c  thrusts up to 4757 
pclunds a t  Lntermediate power, 4900 p m d s  at I minute VTO rat ing and 5748 
pomds at emergency power wit11 water injec1:ion. 
The propulsion/l~over control  system operation is most c r i t i c a l  i n  the 
VTOL modes. Figure 16  i l l u s t r a t e s  the capabili t ies of the system relat ive 
to  the cri t ical  requirements, The shaded portions o f  the bars and unshaded 
extensions indicate the system capabili t ies for  various system assumptions 
and the associated arrows indicate the level of d ~ e  various requiremnts in  
terms of t o t a l  vehicle l i f t .  The l e f t  bar indicates the considerations for  
ini t ia t ion of the mid-mission hover on the CSM missiotl. A t  this condition 
the  system can provide a T/W of 1-03 on intermediate power, To provide the 
full control capability desired for  this  condition, the Ilover can be i n i t i -  
ated alternately with the 1-minute gas generator rating or  water injection, 
on demand, f o r  control only. Ilover without fu l l  control requirements can be 
handled, on intermediate power only. 
LIFT 20 
1000 LBS 
Figure IG. [lover and lFmL Operation L i f t  Capabilities 
Tile r ight bar of figure 16 indicates the desigr. considerations f o r  the 
emergency landing s i tua t ion  ivl~ere the requirements i2dicate that  a T/W = 
1 . 0  is desired after an engine fai lure  when the vehicle has 1000 pounds of fuel 
onboard and has dropped i ts  expendable p~yload. Tile VOD aircraft,because 
of its large non-expendable pay1 oad, is r l ~ e  most c r i t i c a l  case. Using 
emergency r a ~ i n g s  with water injection on the remaining gas generators pro- 
vides enough 1 i f t  t o  provide T/lV = 1 . 0  plus the emergency attitude control 
power require~fients for the VOD and a l l  the other cases as s11or.m by the 
r i g h t  bar and arrows. 
A representative hover control analysis plot i s  s1low1-1 i n  f igu re  17. 
Figure 1 7  presents the hover control por$Ter available to  the VOD 
version of the au l t i  -mission a i rc raf t  during the emergency landing case. 
0 .I .2 . 3  . 4  ,5 
ROLL ACCELERATION .L PWD/SEC~ 
Figure 17. Iiover Control Power -VOD Emergency Landing 
Should miss ion definitions change or weight growth be exparienced in 
t h e  detziled desig;n phase of  airplane development, a growth version of the 
J97 gas generator could be employed t o  assure adeqna'te operational charatte-i-is- 
tics as shown by thc  bar extensions dn figure 16 indicating the lift levels 
t o  be available with a g r o h  J97, 
AERODYNAMICS $ LOW SPEED CIIARACTERISTICS 
The aerodynamic configuration of the multi-mission aircraft was designed 
to complement the characteristics of the 597 size 1.3 FPR single-stage l i f t -  
cruise fan propulsion system to produce efficient to ta l  system designs for  
the five operational missions. A relatively high aspect r a t i o  9.0 wing outer 
panel w i t h  winglets was selected t o  provide good l o i t e r  performance, adequate 
takeoff gmund roll characteristics and long-range cruise efficiency for  the 
ASW, Surveillance and VllD missions. A lower aspect r a t io  6.0 outer wing panel 
wi th  winglets was selected for the CSAR and SA a i rcraf t  configurations t o  
provide better low al t i tude high-speed capability and a l ighter  wing for the 
maneuvering load factors required. 
Representative examples of the aerodynamic efficiency of the conf igura- 
tions are presented in figures 18 and 19. Figure 18 presents the trimned 
cruise L/D fo r  the aircraf t  using each design wing panel as a function of the 
operating lift coefficient. The CL f o r  L/D max is heavily influenced by the 
fuselage af terbcdy drag characteristics and the winglfuselage incidence angle. 
The data are shown for  an arbitrary incidence angle of zero degrees, 
0 , 2 .4  .6 ,8 1.0 1.2 
LIFT COEFFICIENT - 
Figure 18, Trirmned L/D vs. L i f t  Coefficient 
Figure 19 presents the low speed flaps down polars for  both wings. The 
CL max for the AR = 9,O wing is 3.12 and 1.90 for t h e  AR = 6.0 wing, A t  the 
operational limit of 0.8 CL max the AR = 9.0 wing has an L/D of 5 . 6  and the 
AR = 6.0 wing has an L/D of 5.0 . 
The current location of the integrated single swivel nozzle under the 
wing near the vehicle CG produces a sl ight  loss in aerodynamic lift a t  forward 
speed when the nozzle flow is directed down as shown in figure 20. This 
small loss  does not cause any compromise in the mission performance abject- 
ives because of the high l i f t  efficiency of the basic wing. Refinement of 
the design in the direction of  improved SIDL perfomaxe is possible if 
STOL performance greater than the guideline requirements is later found t o  
be desirable. 
DRAG COEFFICIENT 
Figure 19. Low Speed Power Off Drag Polars 
TND 5617 
TND 5333 
T-*~~ PRESENT DESIGN 
#- LOCATION 
-/REF C14 LOCATION 
- 
-2 -1 0 I 2 3 
X I C  
Figure 20, I,ow Speed Propulsion/Aerodynmic Interaction Charac, t e r i  st  ics 
Figures 2 1  through 26 present representative control characteristics of 
the a i r c ra f t  i n  the low fonvard speed regime. 11113 data sl~olv the capability 
t o  achieve control a t t i tude  angle changes i n  one second compared t o  the guide- 
l ines .  The capal~i l i ty  t o  achieve r o l l  angles during descent are presented 
because r o l l  control power is  more c r i t i c a l  in the descent mode. The normal 
pitch at t i tude angle performance of figure 23 assumes 100 percent of the 
t h r u s t  of the third gas generator is available,rvhile the onc gas generator 
out emergency data of figure 24 assumes only 38 percent i s  available, the 
remainder is employed in  d i r ec t  production of  l i f t .  Itrater injection is  used 
below 52 DAS t o  provide the level of  pitch control shown. The yaw data of 
figures 25 and 26 sllo~v the vehicle control  performance relat ive t o  the ,guide- 
l ines  without crosswind. The lower requirements with crossliind are also 
easily met, The low speed control  analyses generally indicate that the 
vehicles are expected t o  have sat isfactory low-speed control capability. 
Cruise mode s t a b i l i t y  md control checks have shorm that  the vehicle 
sat isfactor i ly  meets the 5 percent static s t ab i l i t y  nargin a t  a l l  opera- 
t ional configurations and weight/CG loadings. 
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Figure 21. Nomal Roll Atzitude h g l e  At ta ined in One Second 
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Figure 22.  Emergency Roll Attitude h g l e  Attained in OIle Second 
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Figure 23. Normal P i t c h  Attitude Angle Attained in One Second 
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Figure 24 .  Emergency P i t d l  Attitude Angle Attained in One Second 
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Figure 25. Normal Yaw Attitude Angle Attained in One Second 
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Figure 26. Emergency Yaw Attitude Angle Attained in One Second 
Structure 
The s t ruc tura l  design of the multi-mission a i r c r a f t  i s  based on the use 
of aclvanced composite material t e c l m o l o ~ ,  Prel i~ r~ innry  evaluations of the 
composite tec1molo~;y tronds, including review of current available t e s t  
resul ts  and interim results of on-going devel opment proErms, inrl icntccl that 
weight savings appraacl~ing 24 percent might possibly be acltievnh1e by the  
early 1980fs. Selected s t ruc tura l  analysis of specif ic  multi-mission a i r -  
c r a f t  s tructui-e j ndicated t ha t  the prol>ald c wcigl~t saving, however, rmuld hc 
of the order of 18 O f  the 1 i kel y 1 8  % , 15 percent of t11c primary 
structure was jurl~ed t c ~  be within the cost -e  f fect ivc  guide1 irles cs tab1 ished 
fo r  the study. The 15hve igh t  reduction r e l a t i ve  t o  a metal airplane \ifas 
applied t o  the wing, errlpennage and body Froups. A lO",estimated weight saving 
fo r  the  landing gear was assumed ,and 10% f o r  the enjiine section stnlchrral 
weight saving. No rveight reduction for use of composites was assumerl for t h c  
a i r  induction systenl. The weights resu l t ing  Froin the use of t l ~ e s c  reductions 
arc presented i n  the mass propert ies sect ion of the report .  
The design s t ructural  s t r eng t l~  of multi-mission V/SmL coilfiguration i s  
based on the  design requirements of  MIL-A-8860 s e r i e s  specif icat ions ,  The 
limit maneuver load fac tors  are  +3 and -1 f o r  the AS14, VOD ,d Surveillance 
a i r c r a f t  which use the aspect r a t i o  9.0 outer wing panels and +5 and -I f o r  
the CSAR and SA :qJ~ich use the  aspect r a t i o  6.0 outer  panels. The l imit  speed 
for  the a i r c r a f t  is based on a m a x i m u n ~  dynamic pressure limit o r  a n~axirrmm 
maclz number of 0.885 ~vhichever is the lorvest. For the CSAR/SA a i r c r a f t  the 
design maxim11 dynamic pressure is  1000 FSF while the other aircraft are 
limited t o  500 PSF. Tile landing sink speeds are 15 FPS a t  the s t ructural  
design landing weight nnrl 13 FPS a t  maximum design gross weight. The 
maximum design weight has a 1 0  percent growth fac tor  applied t o  the sum of 
the normal STnl, mission takeoff rveigl~t plus the weight of 2600 pounds fo r  
two s to r e  s ta t ions .  
The s t ructural  landing weight is  the m a x i m u m  ve r t i c a l  takeoff t ieight.  
Tl~e basic  f l i g h t  design veight is normal mission takeoff weight: less 40 
percent of in ternal  fuel. The weights pe r  these def ini t ions  a r c  as follows: 
ASIV 
-
VOD SURV. CSAR 
- - -
S. A. 
- 
Nornlal Take off  38728 37778 33161 32988 32559 
Basic Flight  Design 34294 33220 29509 28837 28627 
b lax im Design 45461 44416 39337 39147 28455 
Landing Design 29000 29000 29000 29000 29000 
The cabin pressure scl~edule is 8000 f ee t  to  50,000 f ee t  which is a pressure 
d i f f e r en t i a l  of 9.25 PSI l i m i t  t o  which the  normal factors  of safety of 1.33 
and 1.5 are applied per  MIL-A-8861.4. The fuselage primary s t ruc tura l  she l l  
is c r i t i c a l  fo r  the CSAR nlaneuvcr loads,  in te rna l  pressure and the panel 
s t i f fne s s  requirements f a r  1000 PSF. 'Ihc wing center sec t ion  is  c r i t i c a l  
fo r  the CSAR nraneuver requirements. The aspect r a t i o  9.0 outer pnncls arc 
gust c r i t i c a l  fo r  those a i r c r a f t  with a tllnncLnrcr load factor o r  3. Vlc CSNI 
and SA outer panel i.s manertver c l - i t icnl  . TIlc cmpennagr is ~ y s t  ;~ntl s t i f f ne s s  
c r i t i c a l  based on the CSAJ7 design envelope. 
Tfle a i r  vehicle subsystems for  the  1980-1985 l i f t - c n r i s c  fsln airplanes 
include advancocl .s tate-of-the-art  conccpts that  coulcl be expec.tcd t o  be 
ready for erlgineerl ng clcl-c t opment with the ai  rc ra f t  i n  the s t o  tctl tilue 
period. Only i telins tha t  iiem e x ~ e r i e n c  in? steady rlevelopmcnt and Cunding 
totvarcl the ident i f ied  goals rzerc conr;idcred. Brief summaries of the  sutl- 
system concepts and design features arc presented below. 
The vehicle f l i g h t  control concept i s  based on a rpadruple redundant 
f l y  hy wire syslern. The subelements of the system a re  the primal-). f l i gh t  
control system, a propulsion attit1.de control system, an elect.1.ical d~rust 
control systenr m d  a th rus t  vector control  system. Both the primary and 
the propulsion a t t i t ude  canti-01 systems include cormrrand s t a b i l i t y  augmenta- 
t ion sul>sys terns. The primary f l i g h t  controls includo a trimmablc a l l  moving 
horizontal t a i l  with a segmented e levator ,  a segmented rudder, dual segment 
d i r ec t  l i f t  and drag control spo i le r s  on the inboard port ion of  each ~vjng, 
t ~ i p l e  seg~rnrent r o l l  control spoilers on the outhoard wing, leading edge 
[laps, and double-slotted fowler t r a i l i n g  edge flaps.  The propulsion a t t i t ude  
control system provirles p i t ch ,  r o l l  yaw control  of the vehicle d u r i n ~  
low speed operations by conrroll ing the pi tch nozzles, propulsion system 
but te r f ly  control valves, the vectoring of the integrated s ingle  swivel 
nozzles and the thrust spoil ing devices integrated in to  the  fan exhaust 
nozzles. The e l ec t r i c a l  thrust  control  system modulates th rus t  by controll ing 
thc gas generators. The tlirust vector control  system provides synchronized 
thrust  vectoring by controll ing the rare of rota t ion of t h e  swivelling 
nozzles and modulating the th rus t  d i s t r ibu t ion  through the p i tch  and 
auxi l iary  nozzle t o  synchronize the to t a l  vehicle th rus t  vector f o r  SML 
and VTOL t rans i t ion  maneuvers. Fly by wire elements and individual compo- 
nentc of t he  f l i gh t  control  5 )  stem a r e  experiencing considerable development, 
thus only system i n t e p a t i o n ,  s i z ing  and engineering development of specific 
hardware is  expected t o  be required. TIE i n t e g ~ a t i o n  of the systen~ with 
the c o c h ~ i t  corltrols and displays will l i ke ly  require some ground based 
f l i gh t  simul ntor development. 
The auxil iary power un i t  (APU) sys tems on d ~ e  multi -miss ion a i r c r a f t  
will use the evolutionaiy improved hardware expected t o  be available i n  the 
specified time period. For the  ASW and Surveillance mission a i r c r a f t ,  
which have large avionic equipment loads, the  APUT s w i l l  be designed f o r  
continuous operation during the mission t o  supply a i r  for  the equipment 
environmental control systems. Tl~e installations will provide high i n l e t  
e f f i c ienc ies  to  allow operari.on a t  high a1 t i tudes  . 
The l~ydraulic system will consist of .two primary 6000 psi  systems, 
each driven by 15 GPbl pumps. A 5 GPM emcrgency/checkout APll driven system 
is also provided. The lines will be t irnnhml with brazedlswaged joints . 
The electr ical  system will consist of dual primary variable speed 
constant frequency (VSCF) high voltage AC systems, ?tvo 60 KVA fan mounted 
generators w i l l  be used on the ASlV and Surveillance aircrcft and 30 KlrA 
generators t v i l l  be used on the IIOJI, CSAR and SA ai rcraf t .  Prinlary i lC  power 
r c i  ll be provided tl~rough transformer r ec t i f i e r s  . Emergency and ground 
checkout DC power will be provided by Ni-Cad battery. AC erncrgerlcy power 
will he provided by n 5 KSrA enlergency WU driven generator. 
The multj-mission aircraft avionics equipment w i l l  be tailored t o  the 
requirements of  the individual missions. The avionics for  tJle ASlJ ancl 
Surveillance missions were speci Eied by the study guide1 ines . The avionics 
fo r  the ather missions consist of the standard connmmications, navigation 
and f l i gh t  inst~ment requirements plus the specialized equipment necessary 
t o  operate the mission payloads as defined i n  the study guidelines. TIE 
weights of the avionics systems, including instal la t ion provisions are: 
AS17 3100 l b  
SlRV 3555 l b  
SA 1040 Ib 
CSAR 915 l b  
VOD 565 lb 
Tile environmental control system used on the a i r c ra f t  will feature 
evolutionary improvements of current a i r  cycle systems using ram a i r  heat 
sinks and dual turbo-compressor refrigeration units. Bleed air w i l l  be 
provided by a large continuously operated APU fo r  the AS1V and Surveillance 
missions wi th  backup air provided by the gas generators. Because of the 
lower requirements of the other mission aircraft, the primary source w i l l  
be the gas generators with backup provided by a smaller onboard APU which 
will be run only on demand. Pressurization and sealing w i l l  be provided 
by the bleed a i r  sources. Windshield anti-icing w i l l  be electrical ancl 
engine i n l e t  anti-icing w i l l  be by bleed a i r .  The ASlJ and CSAR a i r c ra f t  
tdll have additional f l i gh t  surface leading edge protection by inf latable  
rubber boots because of the i r  expected long f l igh t  operations a% lower 
al t i tudes where icing conditions prevail .  
The furnishings and armament stbsystems provided each a i r c ra f t  are 
tailored t o  each individual mission. The equipment provided is consistent 
with the functions and specific equipmcnts and armament specified i n  the 
study guidelines. 
Mass Properties 
The estimated weights for the alternate mission versions of the multi- 
mission airplane are based on the advanced composite structural technology 
and advanced subsystem and equipments described in previous sections of the 
report. A listing of the STOL takeoff weight fractions of the major tveigh,t 
summary groups is presented in Table 3 below. The complete group weight 
summaries by mission are presented in Table 4 .  The center of gravity 
Table 3. sLlMb@RY OF MAJOR GROUP IVEIGI-FT FRACTIONS BY MISSION 
ASW 
-
VOD 
-
SURV 
-
CSAR 
-
S A 
-
PROPULSION 0.163 0.170 ,188 ,194 ,194 
USEFUL LOAD 0.125 0.157 ,046 .OS9 -119 
travel and inertias f0.r each mission configuration are presented in figure 
27. The major fuselage and tail structure, propuf sion, hydraulics and 
flight control instal la ti or!^ are identical for all mission configurations. 
Only two alternate electrical and APU systems are required to meet all 
mission requirements. The remainder of the mission peculiar equipment, 
fuel and other usehl load items are installed in the basic airframe shell 
to maximize beneficial center of gravity travel characteristics for each 
mission corifiguration. 
TABLE 4, GROUP \EIGI-TT S W I E S  BY MISSION CONFIGURATION 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
- I 
1 
C.S.A.R. 
(9209) 
2z!% 
328 
!@TI 
4%9 - _  
804 
ZZs- 
2 72 
145 
-- 
164001 
2265 - _  
2110 . 
9-40- 
30 
~L--A_ 
 STRUCTURE GROUPS 
WING GRQUY 
- --- - - - -- - - - - 
T A I L  GROUP - H O R I Z O j J X A L  _ _ - - 
- -
-- - - - - - - - VEFTIZAL _ _ _  - 
BODY CROUP - 
ALIGHTING GEAR GROUP - MAIN 
-  A - - -. 
--- . AUXILIAF~:~ - 
V.C.D. 
(9696) 
3030 
328 . 
458 
4439 
804 
zis 
272 
. i45 
. . 
(64191 
- 2265 -- 
200 
340 
30 
_- 4 a  
SURV. 
(9336) 
3030 
A.S.IJ, 
(9557) 
- 
3030 
528 
4sB1 
4~~5'- 
I TW l 
-PET 
START!? ??'STEM -_  - - - 
-2 71 F U E L  SYSTEM 
1710-- 
HOT GAS DUCT SYSTEM _ -. - .- 
- -
6 0 
-- - M a C T L O N  . ~ Y S E L -  
EQUIPMENT GROUPS (69431 
S.A. 
(9024) 
2 5 8 8  
- - ENGINE SECT_ION OR NA.CELCEGTOUP 
- -  - AIR.II\IDuCTION _SYSTEM -_--- - . - -- - 
- - - - . -  
PROPULSION GROUP 
-- -. 
ENGINE (AS INSTALLED) 
ACCESSO_RY_.GEAA B O X S  & D P 1 Y E S  
EXHAUST-SYSTEM - - -  
- 
COOqNG QRAlN PROVISIONS 
- -- 
ENGINE CONTROLS 
- -- 
95 
181 
--- 1710 
-663- -- 
- 6 [ 1 7  
(6928) 
95 
-- 369 
1 7 1 q 2 z 0  - U-Q _ - 
- 6 6 0  660 660 
60 _ - 
- -- 
60 6 0 
(38991 
545 
ELECTRICAL G@Ur 
AVIONICS GROUP pL- - 
, ARMAMENT GROLJP --- 
FURNISYINGS AND EQUIPMENT GROUP 
~ - - - - - -. - - - 
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Figure 27. Center of Gravity Travel and Inertia Characteristics bf Mission 
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OPTIhII ZED PELII\IINhnY CONCEPmJAL AI RCRAFr 
Based on initial trade studies, a two fan/three gas gerierator lift-cruise 
fan propulsion system was ide~tified as the most desirable, During the 
development of the optimized aircraft for each of the design missions, the 
selection of fan was not constrained by guideline other than that a techno- 
logy developable by 1985 he used. A common result of these optimization 
studies was that a two-stage VTO design fan emerged as the preferred type. 
The lighter weight and reduced size of the two stage fans led to their 
selection for the optimized aircraft, The desired fan pressure ratio was a 
Eunction of the mission but the smaller diameter of the two-stage fan 
consistently allowed a lighter overall gross weight aircraft relative to 
aircraft using single stage fans. 
During development of the compromise multi -miss ion aircraft conf igura- 
tion, the applicable study guideline was to minimize technical risk in the 
propulsion system development. Because the two stage fan was expected to 
take more development effort and entailed more risk, a single stage fan 
was selected for the compromise multi-mission aircraft. Both the optimized 
and the multi-mission aircraft used three of the currently available 
J97-GE-12g gas generators. 
The selected aircraft configuration based on trade studies consisted 
of  a high mounted wing using e supercritical airfoil and a T-tail. Tnis 
basic concept was then optimized for each individual mission by tailoring 
the lift-cruise fan design fan pressure ratio, the wLlg Aspect ratio, 
wing loading and other aircraft features to the speciric mission require- 
ments. The required STOL takeoff weights of the optimized aircraft were 
from approximately 3000 to 5000 pounds less than the corresponding multi- 
mission configurations. These reductions were due to elimination of the 
VOD cargo bay and the CSAR structural design criteria from the ,nissions not 
requirirg them and due to selection of o p t d  wing designs and use of high 
pressure ratio two-stage fans. The following paragraphs summarize the 
characteristics identified for the optimum aircraft for each mission. 
Ant i-Submarine Warfare (ASIV) Aircraft 
Figure 28 presents a design brief of the selected optimum ASIV aircraft, 
Because of the four hour loiter requirement which is responsible for 63 
percent of the required fuel, the design is optimized primarily to mini- 
mize the fuel required for low speed loiter at 10,000 feet. This results 
in selection of a relatively low fan design pressure ratio and a high 
aspect ratio, 18 percent thick wing with a winglet. Cruise speed is 367 
hots. The loiter is performed with clne gas generator driving both fans 
to minimize fuel consumption. Takeoff gross weight to do the mission is 
35,76 5 pounds. 
FANS: 'TWO-STAGE IVTOI 
FPR: 1.3 
FOLDED SPAN: 22.2 FT 
A R: 10 / 
Sw: 385 C J Q  FT 
tW I Sl STOI: 92.9 PSF 
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~~~ I\- 
- ..! 
c-- 
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7,860 L B  r STRUCTURE: - -  \, t 
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\ -! 
11'1 t 1 + 
FUEL: 9,690 LB I I 
Figure 28. Optimized ASW Aircraft Design Brief 
Vertical Onboard Delivery (VOD) Aircraft 
The design brief of the optimized VOD aircraft configuration is s l~o~m 
in figure 29. The VOD mission features a relat ively long range high speed 
requirement where 75 percent of the fuel is used i n  the cruise l c , ~ ,  To 
optimize the configuration fcr  th i s  f l igh t  requirement, a high design fan 
pressure r a t i o  is selected and a wing with reduced aspect ratio (7.5) and 
t h i c h e s s  (15%) with wjnglets is selected. The high design FPR was 
selected because of its higher thrust-to-weight ratio a t  the cruise con- 
dition and its smaller s ize which reduces the nacelle size, weight and 
dreg, Likewise, the wing geometry selection was based on the need t o  
reduce wetted area and pressure drag characteristics for  more efficient 
high speed f l igh t ,  Cruise speed is j u s t  under 420 knots which is sufficient 
FAN 5: 
FPR: 
FOLDED SPAN: 
A R: 
S w: 
I W  1 51 Sf01: 
CRUISE SPEED: 
TOGW: 
PROPULSION: 
STRUCTURE: 
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1.5 
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7. 5 
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p z q  
5,275 L B  
7,550 LB 
4, 155 LB 
Figure 2 9. Optimized VOD Aircraft Design Brief 
t o  complete the 2000 nautical mile t r i p  iz;l five hours and 11 minutes 
including the 20 minute end of missior, l o i t e r .  The required STOL takeoff 
w3ight t o  do the miss ion i s  33,345 pounds. 
Combat Search and Rescue (CSAR) Aircraft  
The optimized CSAR configuration design brief is presented in figure 
30. The CSAR miss ion has an 0.8 mach number dash requirement a t  sea level 
which normally would drive the fan pressure ra t io  selection t o  a high 
value, but, the mid-mission hover requirement dictates a need fo r  high 
stat ic thrust  which is be,ter met with low design fan pressure ra t io .  Tile 
compromise between these two requirements led t o  the selection of a design 
FPR of 1.4 for  the a i rcraf t .  The airframe is designed to minimize weight 
and drag during the low a l t i tude  high speed l e g  of the mission hence the 
wing features are aspect r a t i o  4.5, wing leading edge sweep of 36 degrees, 
15.5 ercent thickness and a relat ively high takeoff wing loading o f  126.4 
'i l b / f t  . Winglets are added t o  provide improved effective aspect ra t io  fo r  
the high al t i tude cruise without adding greatly to the wetted area. These 
features combine t o  give the vehicle a relatively high o p t i r m  cruise speed 
FANS: TWO-STAGE (VTOI 
FP R: 
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A R: 
Sw: 
(W I S1 STOL: 
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Figure 30.  Optimized CSAR Aircraft Design Brief 
of about 460 h o t s  a t  altitude which would provide a significant improve- 
ment jn rescue response time compared to the helicopters currently assigned 
t o  this mission. The takeoff weight required t o  meet the design mission is 
29,075 pounds. 
Surveillance (SURV) Aircraft 
The design brief of the o p t i r ~ z e d  surveillance mission aircraft is 
shown in figure 31. The surveillance mission requirement dictates that the 
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Figure 31, Optimized Surveillance Aircraft Design Brief 
airzraft be designed f o r  efficient l o i t e r  a t  lligh altitude t o  maximize the 
effectiveness of i ts  radar. The wing design is therefore characterized by 
low wing loading, high aspect r a t i o  wi th  winglets and a thickness of 18 
percent. A design fan pressure ratio of 1 .4  was selected t o  provide ade- 
que tt? lo i ter  tll~ils t at the selected 35,000 foot altitude condition. 
Cruise speed is rt modest 328 h o t s  but high cruise speed is not a major 
requireze2t: iur the aircraft. Takeoff gross weight on the design mission 
is 28,245 pounds. 
Surface Attack (SA) Aircraft 
The optimum surface attack configuration design brief is presented in 
figure 32. The surface attack mission has legs similar to  the other design 
FANS: TWO-STAGE IVTO) fl 
FP R: 1.4 
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Figure 32, Optimized Surface Attack Aircraft Design Brief 
missions but generally of a less  demanding nature than the extrenes noted 
i n  the other missions. The cruise requirement is for  300 nautical miles, 
a l l  a t  high al t i tude;  and the l o i t e r  i s  only for two Ilours a t  20,000 feet. 
The payload, crew and mission equipment weight requirement is ti modest 4595 
pounds. These reqtrirements dictate  an airplane that  is close t o  midway 
between the extremes of the requirements of the other missions, hence, it 
has a 15 gercent thick 7.5 aspect r a t i o  wing with winglets and a 1.4 FPR 
design fan pressure ratio, The cruise speed is  404 knots. The takeoff 
weight required is 27,400 pounds. 
Because of the i r  l i gh t  takeoff gross weights, approximately 3000 to  5000 
pounds less than the correspsnding mul timiss ion aircraft configuration , the 
optimized aircraft would be expected to llave much better VTOL capability 
than thc multi-mission aircraft, In particular, the optimum sunreillzrnce 
and surface attack aircraft would have excellent VTOL capabil i ty because 
their SL/90°F s ta t i c  tlirust-to-weight ratios are of the order of 1.0 at 
their design mission takeoff weights. 
The General Electric 597 gas generator was selectcd to power a variety 
of d i f f e r e n t  l i f t /c ru ise  fan d e s i q s  using the sale  basic technology f o r  
t h i s  V/'SML a i rc raf t  applicatian study, The basic l i f t / c ru i sc  fan character- 
istics and perfarnlance were obtained L'rom reference 5. Liftlcruise fan 
data i n  this reference a r e  presented f o r  both s ingle  and two stage fans 
designed fo r  both cruise and VTO conditions powered by t l ~ e  General Electric 
JlOl gas generator. The single stage fans were designed for  a fan pressure 
ra t io  range of 1 , 2  to  1 . 5 ,  and tllc two stage fans were designed fo r  a fan 
pressure r a t io  range of 1 .3  to 1 . 7 ,  Since the JlOl gas generator discharge 
pressures and temperatures are siinilar t o  those of thc- 597 gas generator 
(see Table 51,  corresponding fan data f o r  the J97 gas generator were 
estimated by scaling t l e  JlOl data t o  the 597 size. Ilr;ing a scale factor 
of 54.5% resul ts  i n  the scaled JlOl data shown i l l  Table 5 .  A l l  far1 weights,  
thrusts and din~ensions used i n  t h i s  study were correspondingly scaled t o  
match with the J97 size gas generator ,  The uninstalled performance data 
of the  scaled J l O l  data rllatclles the  597 data within 0.5%. Ib~ere 597 turbo- 
jet t h r u s t  was used i n  the study, the basic 597 gas generatar characteristics 
were used directly.  The scaled JlOl data was used extensively in  the study 
because it covered a l l  f l i gh t  regions of interest and a variety of fan types 
and design fan pressure ra t ios .  Available 597 data was very limited r d t h  
respect to  f l i g h t  region coverage and fan design options considered. 
Table 5 
COPFARISnN OF 597 A D  J l O l  PROPULSION SYSTBI UNINSTALLED CHARACTERISTICS 
Jl 01 
-
59 7 
.- 
Scaled JlOl 
Airflow (nom) , lbjsec 
Gas Flow (nom) , lb/sac 
Exhaust Temp (norn) , O F  
Exhaust Press (nom) , PSIA 
TI~iust (Turbojet) , Ib 
Weight, l b  
Gas Hc.rsepoiier, I9 
HP/Airf  low, HP/ (lb/scc) 
Gas Generator 
The General Electric 597 gas generator is an axial flow, single rotor 
turbojet  gas generator rvhic11 incorporates a fourteen stage compressor driven 
by a t ~ m  stage turbine as show i n  f igure  33. Variable s ta tors  are provided 
INLET AIRFLOIV 
PPZSSURE RATIO 
TURBINE INLET TFMPEWTLJRE 
DRY 1-RUST 
DRY IVE IGI-IT 
TI-IRUST/IVE I GIR 
LENGTI-1 
~~x111m4 DIAMETER 
INLET DIMIEER 
70.0 LB/SEC 
1 4 ,  :l 
2040°F 
5270 LB 
739 LB 
7.1 
66 I N .  
25 IN. 
21.3 I N .  
Figure 33. J97-GE- 100 Gas Generator Characteris tics 
for the first s i x  compressor stages and the f i r s t  turbine stage i s  a i r  
cooled. The 597 gas generator develops an overal l  pressure r a t io  of 1 4  to  
1, has a design turbine in le t  temperature of 2040°F, and produces a rated 
gas horsepower per  pound per second o f  airflow of 194, Grorith versions o f  
the 597 gas generator providing up to 16.6% increase in airflow and 14.75 
in  farl s t a t i c  thrust were considered during tI ' le  study but were not required 
t o  meet the requireme~~ts of the study. 
Lift/Cruise Fans 
The lift/cruise fans used jn t h i s  study included both single and two- 
stage fans suitable for military applications as s11o~v-n in figure 3 4 .  Some 
of the fans were designed s t r i c t l y  for  cruise and others were designed for  
TWO - STAGE 
S INGLE STAGE 
Figure 34. Typical Single And 'Iko-Stage Military Lift/Cruise Fans 
various VTO hover control requirements as well as cruise. Fans designed for 
cruise were :onsidered t o  provide a zero h s t  margin above their nominal 
thrust ratings during the VM mode ivitlr a 360' operating scroll arc, but 
were capable of providing a 20% thrust margin at  Intermediate Power, SL/ 
90°F, when operating with a 240' sc ro l l  arc. The fans designed for VTO 
were also capable of providing about a 20% thrust margin a t  Intermediate 
Power SL/90°F, during the VTO mode wit11 a 360' operating scroll arc. The 
energy transfer control (ETC) diaracter is t ics  used for  the fans which were 
designed for V'IU are shown in figure 35. 
Figure 35 , 597 I T C  Control Characteristics 
TRADE STUDTES 
Trade studies were performed a t  several points during the study to  
direct the selection of appropriate concepts and features of the a i rc raf t  
ccrnfigwations. Identification of these studies and brief s ~ r i e s  of the 
results a re  discussed under two broad categories : (1) propulsion systcm 
studies and (2)  airframe concept studies. 
Propulsion System Studies 
A t  the ini t ia t ion of dle study, d ~ e  contractor had two independently 
dcvelopcd propuision system approaclles defined that had promising rharac- 
te r i s  t ics relat ive to the study mission applications. One approach used 
three 1 .3  FPR cruise design fans wit11 two gas generators am2 the other 
approach used two 1.3 FPR VTO design fans with two gas generators. The 
three fan system used a l i f t  fan in the nose of the a i r l~ lane  and two l i f t -  
cruise fans wit11 integrated single swivel nozzles on either side o f  the 
fuselage just  a f t  of the wing t r a .  l ing edge. I-Iover control was accomplished 
by use of the cnergy t ransfer  control (ETC] concept with par t  arc operation 
of the fans. The fans of the two fan system were placed on e i ther  side of 
the fuselage beneath the wings with the integrated single swivel nozzles 
located such that they could direct  thrust s t raight  dorm near the CG of tllc 
airplane for  VTr- operations. ETC between the main fans and a small NU 
driven p i t d l  fa in the t a i l  of the airplane provided Ilover control f o r  the 
two fan sys tern. Tllese al ternate  propulsion system arrangenents had been 
i n ~ t b ' ~ ? ; !  i n  an otherwise identical airframe concept consisting of a high 
mount 7.5 aspect r a t io  supercrit ical  wing w i t h  16" of leading edge swecp 
and 159 thickness rat io .  The f ~ ~ s e l a g e s  were s ized  to  provide adequate 
space for VOD miasion volume requirements and the ompermage consisted of a 
conventional twin, o r  ' '1 I' I ,  t a i  1 arrangement. 
Table 6 and figure 36 present the resul ts  of the analysis ancl compari- 
son of characteristics of the two propulsion system appx~aches. TIle upper 
portion of Table 6 presents the analysis and comparison of the a i r c ra f t  
configuration conccpts using the two alternate propulsion system approaclles 
prior t o  insertion into computer synthesis programs for  wingloading 
optimization and sizing t o  the individual mission requirnents . This data 
shows tha t  tlle two configurations show l i t t l e  differences other than the 
three fan propulsion system instal la t ion i s  about 650 pounds heavier than 
the two fan system and an additional 145 pounds of airframz structure is 
required to  enclose the three fan system relat ive t o  the two fan system, 
The bottom of Table 6 compares tl.le STOL takeoff gross weight and 
Table ti . 2 -FAN VS 3- FAN MINFIGURATION COP4PARISON 
BODY, CA;tlOW Ff 
NACELLES 
[ FOLDED SPAN 1 22.25 FT 
1,432 
EXP. V TAIL 
mTALS 
m m R E  7,755 
PROPUS ION 5,400 
EQuIwam 
TOTAL EMPTY WT 
I 
2 02 
2,199 
OPERATINGCVTEMPTY 20,570 
WING FUEL (JP-5) 7,740 
PAY LOAD 2 ,775  
TOGW 31,085 
Tom/ 11"1/SI 
 
VOD 
CSAR* 
1 SURV I - F? 1 31,295/107.5 
* INADEQVA4TE INTERNAL WING FUEl 
˜  ring loading required of the m i n i m u m  weight airplanes of each concept to  do 
each individual mission. ale in i t i a l  7.5 aspezt ra t io ,  15 percent thick 
-ring did not provide a-tequate internal wing fuel volume to  contain a l l  the 
mission f11el on the CSAR mission a t  the minimum weight sizing po in t  for 
either propulsion concept. The comparison of  the required t a k ~ o f f  weights 
shows tha t  the three Em system approach resul ts  in  airplanes up t o  1350 
pounds heavier tllan the a i r c ra f t  using the two fan concept. 
Figure 36 presents a qualitative comparative assessment of the l ikely 
WOL reingestion characteristics o f  the two fan and three fan configura- 
tions . 
I l lustrated on the left of figure 36 is the expected two fan system 
TWO FANS T H R E E  FANS 
*LARGE HOT GAS REINGESTION INTO 
SOME REINGESTION INTO GAS GENERATORS 
L IF I -CRUISE FANS SOME REINGESTION INTO LInI C R U I S E  FANS 
L t F T / C H U I S L  FOUI ITAI  N GAS GEIIERATDR 
Figure 36.  Two and Three Fan Configuration VTOL Reingestion Characteristics 
characteristic to  build up a posit ive pressure fountain effect  on the under- 
surface of the fuselage between the two nozzles and to  provide rising warm 
a i r  upward along the fuselage just  forward and a f t  of the wing. The major 
portion of the nozzle exhaust, l~owever, w i l l  at tach itself t o  the ground 
and move outward away from the aircraft un t i l  i ts energy is dissipated and 
it becomes a pa l t  of the far f ie ld  environment of the a i rc raf t .  The pitch 
control fan flow, being of lower momentum than the main exhausts is swept 
away from the aircraft as it contacts the main exhaust flow along the 
ground. Because of the location of  the fan in l e t s  ahead of the wing/ 
fuselage juncture and the nose location of the gas generator in l e t s ,  it i s  
anticipated that relatively little hot gas reingestion w i l l  be experienced 
by the fans with almost no reingestion by the gas generators. Reingestion 
by the fans is less detrimental t o  propulsion system performance than 
reingestion by the gas generators. 
The right hand portion of figure 36 shows the expected reingcstion 
characteristics of the three fan system. A positive pressure fountain i s  
expected between the two l i f t -c ru ise  exhausts similar to  the two fan 
arrangement. However, because the momentum of the exhaust Elorv of t he  nose 
l i f t  fan is about equal t o  the momentum of the flow of the other fans, a 
second fountain would be expected t o  develop on the centerline of the a i r -  
plane approximately onr-third of the distance between the fans and a f t  of 
the front fan. This secondary fountain is in a position tha t  would l ike ly  
cause hot gas reingcstion into the gas in le t s .  The r is ing a i r  
from the two fountains would be l ikely 'to provide significant hot gas 
reingestion into tile gas generators and also some direct ly  in to  the  fan 
inlets. 
A comparison of the l ikely induced STOL l i f t  aupper1,ation of the two 
systems sllowed tha t  the three fan system might contribute an increase of 
about 10% in STOL talceoEE l i f t  whereas the two fan system might decrease 
the l i f t  by about 3.5% if no remedial configuration features were adapted, 
These levels of l i f t  e f fec ts ,  while potent ial ly  relevant, s t i l l  imply tha t  
the STOL l i f t  w i l l  be primarily dictated by the l i f t  efficiency of the  
basic wing/ f lap arrangement. 
A qualitative assessment of fan in l e t  flow dis tor t ion cllaracreristics 
of the two systems was also made. TIE flow into the l i f t -c ru ise  fan 
instal la t ions of  both systems should he relat ively similar. The two fan 
system would experience less disturbance from the gas generator instal la-  
t ion but wo~lld not benefit  from the flow straightening n f  an overhanging 
hwer wing qurface bv comparison wi t :?  the three fan system. Flow distur- 
bances coming irom dormstream of the fans would be about equal fo r  the two 
sys terns. The major difference in the d i r  tortion characteristics of dze 
two systems i s  reflected by the differences caused by the nose fan instal la-  
t ion  of the three fan system. In the nose lift fan ins ta l la t ion ,  cross- 
flow effects  a t  high forward speeds are expected to  create significantly 
higher levels of distortion of the flow into  the nose _'an relat ive to  the 
distortion levels experienced by the  l i f t - c ru i se  fans. These distortion 
effects are such that significant reduction i n  thrust  o: the nose l i f t  fan 
would be expected as forward speed is incrr ased. 
A review of the above conrparisons of the two fan vs. the tliree fan 
approach indicated that  the l ikely 1000 p0uri.d lower takeoff weigllt and other 
beneficial operating cllaracteristics of  the two fan system generally would 
tend to  provide a vellicle of l ighter  weight and bet ter  operating character- 
i s t i c s  than a vehicle b u i l t  with the three fim system. the strength of 
t h i s  analysis, the two fan system was selected f o r  furtIze;. development i n  
the study. 
During the study, the original engine out landing c r i t e r i a  were reviewed 
and were found t o  provide an inadequate level  of safety.  A new guideline to 
provide a T/W of 1.0 for the  emergency landing case was adopted. To meet 
the new c r i t e r i a ,  a s e r i e s  of potent ia l  alternatives t o  pursue within the 
basic two fan propulsion concept were examined: (1) two fan/ZGG plus  p i t ch  
fan vs twc fan/3GG, (2)  basic vs. grot~tll  337 ,  (3) plenum chamber burning and l 4 1  
water injection. 
Based on the significance of propulsion system ins ta l l ed  T/IV as a 
major parameter affect ing the vehicle takeoff weight, as discussed iT1 t h e  
following subsection of  the report ,  and l ike ly  cos t  consequences, the 
potent ia l  propulsion system a l te rna t ives  were evaluated arid ranked. The 
i~ddi t ion of a th i rd  gas generator was iden t i f i ed  as the most desirable means 
to  add addit ional  emergency thrust  because of its high emergency thmst- to-  
w igh t  ratio and negl igible  impact on gas generator development costs. 
Emergency only water in jec t ion  was rated as the second most desirable alter- 
riative because of the high system in s t a l l ed  thrust-to-weight r a t i o  and 
re la t ive ly  small propulsion system development cost impact. Use of a 
growtll J97 was ranked th i rd  in  preference to  provide additional t21rust 
because of the  marginal increase in i n s t a l l ed  thrust-to-weight r a t i o  and 
increased nacelle r ~ i g h t  and drag and increment t o  propulsion system develop- 
r~~en t  cos t s .  Plenum chamber burning,botli upstream ancl dolmstreml of the fan 
were eliminated hecause of t he i r  significant impact on the  fan design c r i t e r i a  
an3 propulsion sjstetn ins ta l l a t ion  requirements T e s p e c t i ~ e l y .  Burninp upstream 
O F  the  fan would s ignif icant ly  increase the fan design problems and teclmology 
requlred because of the sigrlificantly higher gas llow temperatures. Burning 
dolmstrcarn of t h e  fa11 would s ign i f ican t ly  increase t h e  diameter and length 
of the d i f fuser  duct i n  the  fan exllaust t o  provide a su i tab le  combustion 
chamher and would also increase t l ~ c  thermal design requirements. 
A smaller vectoring nozzle with in te rna l  turning vanes similar  t o  the  
current 1Iarrier l i f t - c r u i s e  nozzles was evaluated relative to  the integrated 
single swivel nozzle concept. The smaller nozzle apprcsch was determined 
t o  be unlilceiy to produce a net improvement because the z.dditiona1 turning 
and pressure losses in the low pressure flow were expected t o  overpower the  
gains due t o  a l i gh t e r  weight nozzle. 
The two fan/three gas generator system was ident i f ied  as having the  
capabi l i ty  t o  allow l o i t e r s  with one gas generator d ~ i v i n g  rtio fans i f  t h i s  
was desirable.  F i p r e 3 7  shows the  result of a trade study that showed the 
potent ia l .  Loiter on one gas generator driving two fans reduces the l o i t e r  
SFC s ignif icant ly  because it causes each fan to operate at effect ively  
higher bypass r a t io  and simultaneously causes the gas generator to  operate 
a t  a higller percent of i ts  rated capacity where it i s  also more eff ic ient .  
The drag of the stopped gas generator reduces the benefit shown somewhat 
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Figure37.  Loiter  SFC Comparison - One vs Two Gas Generators 
bur does not detract from an overall benefit. An onboard APU that  supplies 
bleed a i r  f o r  avionics environmerltal control is continuously available to  
s t a r t  another gas generator if  the operating mit  fails .  
The se lec t ion  of fan type, i.e:, single versus two stage and design 
fan pressure ra t io ,  was made accord~ng  t o  the individual nussion require- 
ments consistent with existing study guidelines. The fan system character- 
i s t i c s  that  are important in the selection of appropriate systems are 
presented in figures 38 through 41  . 
Figure 38 shows representative sea level s t a t i c  thrust cllaracteristics 
f o r  two fans driven from the flow of one and two gas generators operating 
a t  various power sett ings as a function of fan design fan pressure rat io .  
These characteristics are important for STOL and VTOL takeoffs and mission 
hover legs. 
Figure 38 .  Static Thrust of Propulsion Systems vs Design FPR 
Figure 39 shows takeoff  and representative cruise T/W rat io cllarac- 
teristics of tlle propulsion systems as a function of design FPR. The 
takeoff thrust rating is the SL/90°F thrust .  
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Figure 39. Takeoff and Cruise Thrust to Weight Ratio Characteristics 
of Lift-Cruise Fan Systems 
Figure 40 presents representative cruise SFC characteristics of can- 
didate lift-cruise fan systems. Notice that the lower design fan pressure 
ratio systems tend to provide lower SFCt s. 
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Figure 40. Lift-Fan System Cruise SFC Characteristics 
Fiyre 41 presents the fan tip diameters of candidate l i f t -cruise  fan 
systems as a function of design FPR, This parameter is very powerful in 
establishing t h e  total installed weight and drag consequences of the ssiect- 
ion of a fan system of a given design FPR. Th i s  occurs because the outer  
scroll dimns ions and hence the nacelle outer dimens ions are frequently 
directly related t o  t he  fan t i p  diameter. As the design speed and range 
increase, the beneficial combined effect of  fan system instal led thrust- 
to-weight rat io arid smaller fan dimensions [fan t i p  dimieter) tend t o  over- 
power tlle significance of the higher SFC's noted in figure 40 a t  the higher 
design FPR's. 
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Figure  4 1 .  Fan Tip Diameter vs Fan Type and Design FPR 
During the development of t h  optimized a i r c ra f t  for each of the design 
missions, the selection of fan type was not constrained by guideline otller 
than that a technology developable by 1985 be used. The l i gh t e r  weight and 
reduced size of the two stage fans led t o  their selection for  the optimized 
aircraf t .  During development of the compromise multi-mission aircraft 
configuration, the applicable study guideline was t o  rn-inimize tecllnical 
risk in the  propulsion system development . Thus the selection of 
design fan pressure r a t io  f o r  the optimized aircraft varied significantly,  
covering the range fronl 1.3 to 1.5. In selecting a design fan pressure 
r a t io  for the  compromise multi-mission a i r c r a f t ,  the requirement t o  meet 
the takeoff requirements and the CSAR mid-miss ion  hover with heavier, non- 
optimum a i rc ra f t  drove the select ion of the design fan pressure rat io  t o  
the low side where s ta t ic  tlirust is best. Also, a design FPR of 1.3 was 
identified as best f o r  the lZSW a i r c ra f t  which was the largest of the individually 
optimized aircraft, A design fan pressure rat io of 1.3 was thus selected 
fo r  the mult imission aircraft.  
Airframe Concept Studies 
Based on the propulsion arrangement studies reported above, a two-fan 
propulsion system concept was adopted for the study. Tile airframe concept 
introduced, based on prior  contractor s tudies ,  was a high mounted, low 
sweep, moderate aspect r a t io  wing combined with a conventional twin, or 
H f ,  t i .  The aft  fuselage contours were dictated by the aerodynamic shape 
required to  provide smooth aftsrbady l ines behind t h e  ran and the integrated 
single swivel nozzle system nested in the fuselagelwing root juncture . l i is  
arrangement of the propulsion sys tern elements minimized the wetted area 
required and simultaneously provided e;er:erous volume i n  the aft fuselage; Zor 
a1 ternate equipment arrangements t o  meet mu1 t i  -miss ion requiremnts . 
Figure 42 i l lus t ra tes  the major features of the concept basepoint. 
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Figure 42. Two Fan/Two Gas Generator Mu1 ti- Purpose Aircrait 
Concept - No VOD Requirements 
The aircraft configuration illustrated in figure 42 featured a minimuli size 
fuselage dictated primarily by eff icient  propulsion system integration. As 
such, i t  did not provi.de for a cargo loading ramp or  the cargo bay cross- 
section requirements of the VOD a i rc ra f t  mission. This early aircraft  used 
a srnall APU driven vari.able pitch fan, mounted in the tail, for pitch t r i m  
and a t t i t ude  control. Tile 1 . 4  FPR two-stage mO design fans o f  the base- 
point propulsion system were a rb i t r a r i ly  selected by the contractor as a 
convenient representative l i f t -c ru ise  system of tne type believed applicable 
to the study missions. A companion a i r c ra f t  configuration, similar i n  most 
respects t o  the basepoint airplane of figure 4 2 ,  but utilizing a fuselage 
designed to  meet the VOD mission requirements was also synthesized as a 
secondary study basepoint. 
The two bascpoint aircraft concept definitions indicated above were 
inserted into an a i r c ra f t ,  synthesis anct performance evaluation cotrquter 
program for  evaluation on the five study missions. The i n i t i a l  phase of 
the !;tudy was directed to  defining the required aircraft takeoff gross 
rveignt sensi t ivi ty  to  changes i n  the major design features of the basepoint 
a i rc raf t  as a function of the design mission. Figure 43 sllows typical 
results obtained during the study of the ASlY mission. 
Flgure 4 3 .  Aircraft TCJGW Serlsitivity t o  hfaj o r  Design Parameters 
The data of figure 43 indicate that  a fixed weight increase of 500 pounds t o  
the a i r  vehicle would increase the AS17 mission takeoff weight by about 770 
pounds, this indicates a takeoff weight jpowt11 factor  of 1.54, Similarly, 
changes of 5 percent i n  SFC would vary the required takeoff weigllt by 700 
pounds, 5; change i n  propulsion system ins ta l l ed  T/W rat io would cause a 
490 pound ATOGII and 5% change i n  drag due t o  l i f t  or  paras i t e  drag would 
cause 240 and 190 pound clzangcs i n  takeoff weight respectively,  By careful 
consideration of these trends, i t  is possible t o  iden t i fy  tllc l i k e l y  TOC;lV 
e f fec t  of candidate changes t o  tlze basepoint hirplane and thereby ident i fy  
the most beneficial d i rect ion tha t  changes sllould be made to  optimizc the 
basepoint concept for the  par t i cu la r  mission. In the case of t h e  ASW 
mission i l lus t ra ted ,  it is  apparent that minimization of SFC would be 
indicated and also tllat drag due to  l i f t  was re la t ive ly  rriare important than 
wetted area. Fixed weight and propulsion system T/1V r a t i o  were a l so  signi- 
ficant parameters sucll t ha t  any proposed change that afiectod than ~iorlld 
luve t o  be careful1 y considered. 
Similar t o  the evaluation of the AS1V mission presented above, the 
a i rc raf t  takeoff weight sensitivity t o  major design variables was surveyed 
for  all the design missions. Table 7 presents the results of t h i s  ear ly  
sensi t ivi ty  study. Consideration of  the data of Table 7 indicate that 
Table 7 . SUFDWIY OF TOGV SIWSITIVITI TO DESIGN PARAMETERS 
the system takeoff weight groiv-th factor remains c lose  to  1.5 for a l l  
miss ions except dze sulvej  llance mission where it i s  approximately 2 .0 .  
These low growth factors  are  a r e s u l t  of  the fact  that a fixed propulsion 
system size, established by the 597 gas generator, is established as a 
constraint: on the  system design. The takeoff weight s ens i t i v i t y  varies 
with a given design parameter as a function of the  design mission, The 
trends are some~ihat s imilar  f o r  many of the missions but some switcl~ing of  
design p r io r i t i e s  are noted. For example, drag due t o  lift is more 
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important tlm parasite drag for tho ASlV and sun ~:il lance missions, but 
the reverse is true for  the o t ~ l c ;  ~~tissi'ons. I t  i s  important to  consider 
a l l  factors simultaneously. For example, a propulsion system that 
features better T/W r a t i o  with some sacr if ice  in  SFC may still provide a 
net gain if it also is of smaller s ize sucIi that  it can show simultaneous 
reduction in parasite drag and nacelle o r  fuselage fixed weight. The net 
absolute value of the ir lividual cllangcs due t o  a l l  effects  determines the 
w~r"ci of a proposed configuration revision. 
With the general takeoff weigllt sensi t ivi ty  of the a i rc raf t  established 
as a function cf design variables, matrices of potential  wing georner-ry 
changes and propulsion system clmges, as df scussed in the precedi.ng sub- 
section o f  the report, were prepared for consideration. The wing geometry 
data assenbled encompassed the following variables: 
Aspect Ratio: 
Leading Edge Sweep: 
Thiclmess : 
Wing Area : 
The additional design data asserb led f o r  the wj ng design rnatrix included 
structural weight vs. design gross weight, exposed wetted area, drag and 
fuel volune. Using t h i s  data and the  guidance provided by the sensi t ivi ty  
studies presented above, incremental design changes to  the basepoint a i r -  
c raf t  were n:ade to  adapt and optimize them fo r  each mission. As a resul t  
of  these exercises, preliminary optimized a i rc raf t  evolved from the  
original basepoints for  each mission. 
Simultaneously with the preliminary aircraft  mission optimizations, a 
series of additional trade studies were performed t o  modif,- and improve 
the basic basepoint a i r c ra f t  concept. These studies consisted o f  the con- 
sideration of th, emerging NASA winglet technology, alternate fuselage 
design concepts, empennage studies, evaluation of internal vs. external 
stores,  alternate surveillance antenna concepts, and cockpit v i s i b i l i t y  
improvement studies. A summary of the resul ts  of these ac t iv i t i e s  is pre- 
sented below. 
Figure 44 shows the resul ts  of the estimated potential  effects  of the 
employment of winglet t~!cImology to  the study a i rc raf t .  The data indicate 
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Fiwre 44. Estimated Potential Winglet Design $ Performance Qmracteristi.cs 
that potentially dramatic  improvement^ in  airplane drag due to l i f t  cal be 
obtained with comparatively small wetted area an3 weight  penalties with 
properly designed winglets. Achievement of the indicated levels requires 
a carefully coordinated basic wbg and winglet design. Only through care- 
ful tailoring of the t o t a l  wing t o  the winglet philoscphy can the indicated 
levels of improvement be acyieved. 
Alternate fuselage cross-section design concepts were investigated as 
illustrated in figure 45. The objective of the  study was t o  identify a 
@ 0 
Figure 45.  C'-djdate Fuseiage Cross-Section Desilms 
fuselage design concept that :r~uld lead to maximum cammonality and design 
efficiency of potential multi-mission aircraft. 
Sketch A of figure 45 shows u concept where a fuselage with maximmi 
commonality among the mission aircraft is featured. The cargo bay cavity 
required to satisfy the VOD mission requirements (66" by 66") is provided 
with an internal armament bay integrally b u i l t  into the fuselage below. 
This concept ~equ i res  a fa i r ly  large fuselage depth. Sketches B and C present 
a concept where the fuselage maximum depth and weight are reduced by using 
semi-buried stores installations instead of an internal armament bay. 
Sketches D and E present a concept w11,ere a basic fuselage depth is esta- 
blished by the VOD cargo bay recluirements alone. An alternate permanent 
modularized bol t"-2,  bottom approach is  used t o  f a c i l i t a t e  the requirements 
of the several missions. The low~r side frames are the  only portion of the 
fuselage s tnicture  that must carry r'asign compromise weight penalties for 
the multi-mission applicat im.  The overall vehicle weight and drag would 
be minimized tl~rough the use of th is  concept. This is  the preferred 
approach tha t  was selected fo r  employment on the recommended multi-mission 
aircraf t  concept . 
An empennage study was undertaken as summarized in figure 46 . By 
reason of minimtnn weight and maximum control effectiveness over a large 
range of angles of attack, the T-tail was selected as the most promising 
Fi@re 46- Summary of Empennage Design Trade Study 
empennage concept if the basic configuration did not require a pi tch control 
fan mounted in the same general area as the vertical stabilizer.  The "HIt 
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t a i l  concept would be the preferred concept i f  s i g n i f i c a n t  in ter ference  with 
a t a i l  p i t d l  cant ro l  fan was a consideration. 
A br ie f  review of tllc po ten t i a l  n l e ~ i t  of  externa. s t o r e  car r iagc  versus 
the basepoint in ternal  a m n e n t  provision concept was conducted. T h i s  study 
concluded t h a t  because of the a f t  fuselage f a i r i n g  required t o  provide 
smooth flow around the in tegra ted  two-fan propulsion system, 1 i t t l c  I'uselagc 
wetted area could be de le ted  by designing the configurat ion f o r  external  
s t o r e  car r iage .  The most promising a l t e r n a t i v e ,  t h a t  of using scrnj-buried 
armament, reduced the ne t  a i rp lane  drag by only about one count and would 
require spec ia l  enviro~unental provi s ions t o  maintain torpedoes wit11 in t h e i r  
speci f ied  temperature limits. The study concluded the semi-buried o r  
external  a m r i e n t  concepts were not r e a l l y  compatible with t h e  two fanlhigh 
rlring concept and t h a t  t h e  basepoint in te rna l  armament approach was probably 
the best  operat ional  concept from the t o t a l  system effec t iveness  viewpoint. 
An altcrnatc top-mounted rcuncl rotoclome antenna concept was considered 
versus t h e  un iq~e  21 bottom-mounted concept, Except fo r  operat ional  
e - q e r i c ~ ~ c e ,  the top-mounted rotodome was r a t e d  less desirablt? with respect  
t o  a l l  the design and operat ional  features considered cornpared t o  the R I  
design. For example, it was heavier ,  llad I l igl~er  drag ,  caused t a i l ,  e j ec t ion  
and wing fold design in ter ferences  and had lower radar  perfornmce f o r  a 
given s i z e  than the  bottom-mounted antenna. Because of i ts  super ior  
c l l a rac te r i s t i c s ,  the RI bottom-mounted antenna was selected fo r  the 
optimized and multi-mission a i r c r a f t  surveillance mission configurat ions.  
The cockpit v i s i b i l i t y  s tud ies  i d e n t i f i e d  new windscreen and side 
canopy geometry that provided c o c h ~ i t  v i s i b i l i t y  a s  good as  o r  superior  t o  
the  CJ -84 v i s i b i l i t y  as a function of t h e  p i l o t  vision azimuth angle. 
Pa r t i cu la r  a t t e n t i o n  was made t o  provide 20' over the nose v i s i o n  d i r e c t l y  
i n  front o f  the  p i lo t s .  
A f i n a l  wing concept study was made t o  ident iF ,~  a basic wing design 
philosophy t o  use f o r  rIie multi-mission a i rp lane  caitcept. The 
wings se lec ted  f o r  the  optimized a i r c r a f t  had wide v a r i e t y  of wing g:-:*- 
t r i e s .  Tte use of  -I s ing le  wing p m e l  for  a l l  missions appeared to  p ~ e s e n t  
too much of a weight penalty t o  allow an e f f i c i e n t  two fan multi-mission 
a i r c r a f t  without development of teclmologies and optimizat ion teclu-~ic;ues 
beyond the  scope of t he  current  preliminary conceptual study. 'Illi~s tt\rcl 
basic approadles t o  mult iple wing panel concepts were inves t iga ted ,  The 
first approacll considered a basic \<ing design that could be adapted tu  
each mission by dele t ing  modularized outer  panels  t h a t  were a l l  develuped 
from tile same basic wing planform and taper design. Tllis 8pproacl.i would 
allow conmlon tooling t o  be used for a l l  wings. The second approach was t o  
build a common wing cen te r  sec t ion  t o  i ~ h i c h  an ou te r  paiiisel t a i l o r e d  t o  
an individual mission o r  missions could be added as desired. The latter 
approach allowed ta i lor ing of the wing leading edge sweep and thickness t o  
each mission i f  desired. Tne studies conducted indicated that the second 
approach resulted in  an overall fleet of aircraft tha t  could meet a l l  the 
mission requirements relat ively eff ic ient ly .  Pursuit of this approach 
identified that w i t h  only two basic wing panels [one fo r  the ASW, 
Surveillance and VOD missions and one for  the CSAR and SA missions) a l l  
missions could be accomplished. bcause  of these resul ts  the basic center 
section and dual outer wing panel approach was selected for  the multi-  
purpose airplane. 
CONCLUSIONS 
A two fan/tlzree gas generator lift-cruise fan propulsion system appears 
t o  provide the best arrangement to meet all of tlze mission aircraft 
requirements at minimum weight. 
A multi-miss ion aircraft configuration concept rsitll one basic fuselage 
with internal modifications, a com,Gn tail and two outer wing panels 
can perform the design missions with takeoff weights varying from 
32,000 t o  39,000 pounds. 
Aircraft individually optimized for  each mission separately can be b u i l t  
tllat will do the design missions for  approximately 3000 t o  5000 potrnds 
less takeoff weight than the compromise multi-p~rrpose configurations. 
The current 397 gas generator providcs sufficient power t o  perform the 
required missions with a two fan/tl~ree gas generator propulsion 
sys t em concept. 
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